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FERRUCCIO BUSONI'S MUSICAL THINKING: A STUDY OF

HIS SONATINA SECONDA AND TOCCATA

Ferruccio Busoni (1866-1924) was one of the most

versatile and broadly cultured musicians of his generation.

In addition to being a celebrated pianist, he was also an

editor and transcriber of much music, a librettist of his

own operas, a conductor and promoter of new music, a

prolific composer, and a highly respected teacher of piano

and composition. As a writer and thinker who anticipated

many of the developments of the twentieth-century music,

such as liberation of dissonance, serial technique,

microtones, new notation, and electronic music, he exerted a

far-reaching influence on many younger composers.

Those innovative ideas and new aesthetics that he

formulated around the- turn of the century also brought about

significant changes in his own compositional style. There

appears to be very little stylistic unity among Busoni's

post-1900 works. Disparate stylistic elements coexist even

within one composition. The formal structures often go far

beyond traditional schemes. It seems that Busoni's late

works can be best approached by first understanding his own

aesthetic and theoretical points of view.

1
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The purpose of the present study, therefore, is to

examine Busoni's unique musical thinking, as presented in

his writings and as realized in his late works for the piano.

Two major compositions of high originality are selected for

analysis: the Sonatina seconda and the Toccata, composed in

1912 and 1920, respectively.

Busoni's Life and Musical Background

Ferruccio Dante Michelangiolo Benvenuto Busoni was

born in Empoli, Tuscany, on April 1, 1866, as the only child

of a clarinetist father and a pianist mother. Ferruccio's

unusual musical talent was recognized early, and he received

initial training from his parents. In his early development

the urge to draw his attention to German music, especially

that of Bach, came entirely from his Italian father; whereas

the Latin elements in his spiritual education were provided

by his half-German mother, whose literary taste revealed a

marked preference for the French style.1 Growing up in

Trieste, which was a melting-pot of several ethnic groups

and cultures, the young Ferruccio acquired a fluent command

of both Italian and German. He also developed an intense

interest in European literature that was to remain with him

all his life.

1. Hans H. Stuckenschmidt, Ferruccio Busoni: Chronicle of a
European, trans. Sandra Morris (London: Calder and
Boyers, 1970), 20.
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Ferruccio made two public appearances as a pianist in

Trieste before the age of eight. Shortly thereafter, he

played for Anton Rubinstein (1830-1894), who continued to

follow his artistic development with interest. The young

boy's appearances in 1876 in Vienna as a pianist, composer,

and improviser were well received by both the public and

influential critics such as Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904),

laying the foundations for his future career.

Having settled in Graz, Busoni studied from 1879 to

1881 with a noted composer and teacher of the time, Wilhelm

Meyer (1831-1898). Meyer greatly influenced Busoni with his

distaste for the music of Wagner, a knowledge of counterpoint

based on Cherubini and of orchestration on Berlioz, a great

love of Mozart and Bach, and many ideas on aesthetics,

culture, and art.2

In 1881 Busoni began a continuous travel which became

his ultimate lifestyle. In Leipzig where he moved in 1886,

he was introduced by Brahms to Carl Reinecke (1824-1910),

a musician with many connections. He not only met such

musicians as Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Mahler, Frederick Delius

(1862-1934), and Christian Sinding (1856-1941), but also

came into contact with the major publishing firms. All

these musical acquaintances gave Busoni opportunities to

concertize and introduce his works.

2. Edward J. Dent, Ferruccio Busoni: A Biography
(London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 38-39.
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In 1888, through a recommendation by Hugo Riemann,

Busoni was offered a position as a piano teacher at the

conservatory in Helsinki, where he came to know Sibelius and

his future wife, Gerda Sjbstrand. However, his dissatis-

faction with the musical standards of Helsinki motivated him

to leave in one year. It was around this time that he began

to transcribe and decided to edit Bach's works.

In 1889, the year of his marriage, Busoni won the

distinguished Rubinstein Prize for his Konzertstuck op. 31a,

and was recommended by Anton Rubinstein for a professorship

at the Imperial Conservatory in Moscow. Being in dire

financial straits, he accepted many private students, which

took him away from his own work. In addition, he never felt

much affinity for Russian music and Moscow's lifestyle. In

1891 he accepted a teaching post at the New England

Conservatory in Boston. The position gave him very little

artistic satisfaction, so he resigned after one year.

Although long concert tours in America brought him

fame and material success, he became increasingly aware of

his inadequacies in piano performance and decided to study

all over again on a new basis. As his guide, he took the

works of Liszt, and began to re-examine the technical and

artistic ideals of Liszt. He also started reconsidering his

3. Stuckenschmidt, op. cit., 32.
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whole spiritual existence, searching for a spiritual center

of gravity in order to settle down.

Busoni eventually chose Berlin as his home, where he

remained from 1894 until his death, except for a temporary

stay in Switzerland during World war I. In 1895 he embarked

on an extensive series of concerts throughout Europe, while

devoting the long summer recesses to his own creative work

and to teaching a large number of specially chosen pupils.

Among them, Egon Petri (1881-1962), his most distinguished

piano student, later made a significant contribution to the

spread of Busoni's name as a composer. In 1900 and 1901

Busoni held master classes in Weimar with the aim of gaining

support for the music of Liszt, of whom he became an

exponent and admirer.

In Germany Busoni emerged as a true leader of a

musical movement and had many followers almost in the form

of a cult. In 1902 he undertook a cycle of concerts with

the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, which brought him great

acclaim and recognition. These concerts, which continued

until 1909, consisted of twelve programs of contemporary or

rarely performed music including the works by Busoni himself,

generally conducted by Busoni or the composers concerned.

In 1910 he began a new tour throughout the United

States, England, Switzerland, Austria, and many other

countries, teaching master classes between concerts. This

lifestyle continued until the late 1915, when he sought
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refuge in Switzerland in view of the increasingly

threatening international situation. Despite numerous

musical and intellectual stimuli, the friendships, and the

peace that he found in Switzerland, he was not happy. Soon

after the war was over, he resumed his concert activities in

London and Paris.

In 1919 Busoni accepted a teaching position at the

Prussian Academy of Arts in Berlin, which allowed him six

months' annual leave. Encouraged by the increasing

performances of his works by other musicians, he desired to

dedicate himself to composing. Nevertheless, worsening

financial conditions forced him to travel abroad for a

series of concerts despite impending illness.

In these last years, he had been assiduously working

on the opera Doktor Faust, which had to be completed

posthumously by his friend Philip Jarnach. This, with

teaching, editing, transcribing, and performing, was

exhausting him. But his indefatigable drive was greater

than his strength. After his last public concert in 1922,

he was still full of new plans. On July 27, 1924, he died

in the shadow of illness and poverty.
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Busoni's Aesthetic and Theoretical Points of View

Throughout his life, Busoni persistently pursued his

artistic convictions in all his multifarious activities, of

which writing assumed an important part. Among his numerous

writings, including books, articles, essays, letters,

prefaces, and notes, two major sources can be said best to

represent the core of his views on music: Sketch of a New

Esthetic of Music written in 1906, and The Essence of Music

and Other Papers which comprises various essays and letters

from different phases of his life.

Busoni summed up the aim of all the arts as "the

imitation of nature and the interpretation of human

feelings."4  He regarded such arts as poetry, architecture,

sculpture, and painting as old and mature, in that their

conceptions had been established and their objects assured.

In contrast, music was viewed as a child still in an early

stage of development. He perceived this child to be

possessed of a unique attribute which distinguished it from

other arts, that is, "untrammeled immateriality."5 He wrote:

This child--it floats on air! It touches not the earth
with its feet. It knows no law of gravitation. It is
wellnigh incorporeal. Its material is transparent.
It is sonorous air. It is almost Nature herself.
It is--free.6

4. Ferruccio Busoni, Sketch of a New Esthetic of Music,
trans. Theodore Baker (New York: G. Schirmer, 1911), 3.

5. Ibid., 5. 6. Ibid., 4.

mmompoww"



Since "music was born free,"7 he believed that it was

destined to win freedom, freedom from established rules and

principles.

The desire to transcend traditional concepts and

practice is recognized, in varying degrees and manners, in

the works of all great musicians throughout history. This

study, therefore, would attempt to deal with the matter of

now Busoni envisioned the achievement of this freedom.

Busoni believed that the function of a creative artist

was to make laws, not to obey pre-existing ones. Instead of

following traditional laws blindly, he continued, the

creator should seek out and formulate a fitting new law for

each individual work. Busoni's truly unique viewpoint is

found in the following statement: "after the first complete

realization, he should annul (the new law), that he himself

may not be drawn into repetitions when his next work shall

be in the making."8

Faithful to this ideal, Busoni sought to create with

each new work a unique form of expression, rather than to

develop and then work within a personalized system or

concept. The evidence of his endeavor to begin anew with

each composition can be found in the stylistic diversity

among his late works. The diversity, which brought about

the criticism that Busoni was not capable of creating an

8

7. loc. cit. 8. Ibid., 22.
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identity of his own, may be counted as an achievement of

his creative goal.

Yet Busoni's goal did not lie merely in creating

something new. He was more concerned about bringing each

new idea to perfection through "a series of conscientious

and thoroughly tried-out investigations.'9

But an intentional avoidance of the rules cannot
masquerade as creative power, and still less engender
it. The true creator strives, in reality, after
perfection only. And through bringing this into
harmony with his own individuality, a new law arises
without premeditation.

1 0

Thus a new idea, no matter how unique it might be, was

meaningful to him only when it reached perfection.

His preoccupation with perfection is exemplified not

only by the fact that he constantly revised his own works,

but also that he never adopted in his own compositions the

system of dividing the octave into thirty-six intervals, a

system which he had theoretically proposed in 1906.

Although he held that the melodic system employing the

"tripartite tones" would be capable of more powerful

expression, he admitted that he had not achieved the

systematisation of the resulting harmony, which he thought

9. Ferruccio Busoni, The Essence of Music and Other Papers,
trans. Rosamond Ley (London: Rockliff, 1957), 29.

10. Busoni, Sketch of a New Esthetic, 22.
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was necessary in order to put the microtones into practice.

He felt that the practice should belong to a future era.

Busoni maintained the same attitude towards the new

movements or different directions which many of his

colleagues were taking. While acknowledging that each of

the directions held certain validity, he considered it

fallacious to think and act in an exclusive and exaggerated

way. To him, whichever direction a work of art followed was

of little importance, for he viewed the direction only as

"a transitory sign of the time from which it sprang."'2 More

important was whether or not a particular direction "reaches

perfection then becomes a 'classic' and (without further

dispute) is put into the existing stock of what is good."13

In the valuation and permanency of an art work,

therefore, Busoni placed a great emphasis on the inborn gift

and the acquired knowledge of an individual artist, not on

the direction he took. He expressed this belief as follows:

It depends therefore on the gift of the individual,
on his self-discipline, self-renunciation, on the
tenacious cultivation of his abilities, wherever
something "lasting" is formed out of the "direction"
he takes or in which he was set going.1 4

11. Busoni, op. cit., 30.

12. Ibid., 42.

13. Ibid.

14. Ibid., 43.
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Despite his innovative disposition and irresistible

drive towards the future of music, Busoni never proclaimed a

complete break with the past or a severing of the historical

heritage. This is revealed especially by his concept of

"Young Classicism," which he defined as follows: "By 'Young

Classicism' I mean the mastery, the sifting and the turning

to account of all the gains of previous experiments and

their inclusion in strong and beautiful forms."1 5

Yet Busoni's "Young Classicism" was not to advocate a

simple revival of the procedures and stylistic features of

the past. His intention was to bring any effective means,

including those of the past, to the status of classicality

in the sense of final perfection:

My idea is (this is feeling, personal necessity rather
than constructed principle) that Young Classicism
signifies completion in a double sense; completion as
perfection and completion as a close. The conclusion
of previous experiments.

1 6

In addition to the above notions on music as an art

form and on the role of a musician as a creative artist, he

also expressed his views on various elements of music,

although he did not organize his ideas in any systematic

and comprehensive way.

15. Ibid., 20.

16. Ibid., 23.

-
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Busoni conceived of melody "as the ruler of all voices

and all emotions (not in the sense of a pleasing motive) and

as the bearer of the idea and the begetter of harmony, in

short, the most highly developed (not the most complicated)

polyphony. "17 In other words, melody must ultimately attain

"universal command in composition,"1 through containing

harmonic potential in itself and creating polyphonic

textures, the textures which would consequently create a new

harmony.

As a means of achieving simultaneously both unity and

variety in a composition, Busoni frequently employed a

procedure similar to melodic transformation that is found

in many of the works of Liszt. There is, however, a notable

difference between the techniques of these two masters. In

the music of Liszt, the identity of a theme among its varied

versions is readily recognizable, regardless of changes in

tempo, rhythm, or harmony. Busoni's method, as will be

examined later, is an evolutionary process, a gradual

metamorphosis from one melody into another. During the

course of a work, certain characteristics of a melody, such

as rhythm, interval, or melodic contour, give birth to a

seemingly different melody, which, in turn, bears the embryo

for another melody.

17. Ibid., 21.

18. Ibid., 33.

~m
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Busoni felt that form in music needed careful re-

evaluation. He thought that composers had too willingly

accommodated their ideas to pre-existing forms instead of

attempting to create new forms of their own.

In his remarks with respect to form, Busoni pointed

out the widespread misunderstanding of the term "absolute

music." The term, he claimed, should not be used to describe

music that was "a form-play without poetic program, in which

the form is intended to have the leading part."1 He

believed that such music could be labeled more appropriately

as "architectonic," "symmetric," or "sectional. "20 What then

was the type of music that Busoni would call "absolute"?

Examples of absolute music written by other composers,

considered by Busoni to be nearest to his ideal, occurred in

their "preparatory and intermediary passages (preludes and

transitions), where they felt at liberty to disregard

symmetrical proportions, and unconsciously drew free

breath." As such, he cited the Introduction to the

Fugue of Beethoven's Hammerklavier Sonata, the transition to

the Finale of Schumann's Symphony No. 4, and the Introduction

to the Finale of Brahms' Symphony No. 1.22

19. Busoni, Sketch of a New Esthetic, 5-6.

20. Ibid.

21. Ibid., 8.

22. Ibid.

, .
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The form of each of these passages seems to have been

determined by the function of the passage itself; therefore,

each passage was constructed with greater freedom. However,

Busoni was disappointed to find that the composers had not

carried this absolute music far enough: "But the moment

they cross the threshold of the Principal Subject, their

attitude becomes stiff and conventional, like that of a man

entering some bureau of high officialdom."2 3

In all these remarks concerning form, Busoni seems to

have assumed a disparaging attitude towards form. Yet his

intention was never to advocate "formlessness" in music:

I am a worshipper of Form! I have remained
sufficiently a Latin for that. But I demand--no! the
organism of art demands--that every idea fashions its
own form for itself; the organism--not I--revolts
against having one single form for all ideas . . . .

This statement makes it clear that what he wished to avoid

was predictability and unquestioning obedience to traditional

formulas, rather than the presence of structural organization

itself.

The harmonic language that we encounter in Busoni's

late works is probably the most difficult element to define

in general terms. The traditional tertian harmony, mostly

used in non-functional ways, coexists with other devices of

23. Ibid.

24. Busoni, The essence of Music, 18.

1, 11111 1 1 0, IMMIS w o 
I
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chord formation. There is a great deal of tonal and modal

fluctuation. The opening tonal center is not often

reinstated at the end of a composition.25 Tonal passages

are found right next to polytonal or atonal ones. In short,

his harmonic language is so free that it often appears to be

arbitrary, confused, or inconsistent. What then was the

underlying thought behind these puzzling phenomena?

Basically, Busoni conceived of harmony as a product

of melodic activities. His thought on the ideal origin and

function of harmony is clearly presented in the following

statement:

But new harmony could only arise naturally from the
foundation of an extremely cultivated polyphony and
establish a right for its appearance; this requires
strict tuition and a considerable mastery of melody.
This system does not exclude the possibility of
retaining the traditional harmonic changes where they
are in place, and where they would evoke contrast.2 6

Unlike many of his contemporaries who were searching

for their own harmonic methods, Busoni strove for a means of

incorporating all that had been accomplished and that was

being experimented with. He outlined five different harmonic

practices as follows:

25. Examples of this "progressive tonality" are found in all
of the six Elegies for the piano, written in 1906.

26. Busoni, The Essence of Music, 26-27.
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The first new harmonic system rests upon chord
formation according to customary scales. (Debussy, out
of 113 scales which I have compiled, only employs the
whole-tone scale, and that only in the melody.)

By the symmetrical inversion of the harmonic order
Bernhard Ziehn shows me the second way.

Keeping the voices independent of each other in
polyphonic compositions produces the third road . .

A fourth road is anarchy, an arbitrary placing of
intervals, next and over one another, according to mood
and taste. Arnold Schoenberg is trying it; but already
he is beginning to turn round in a circle.

The fifth will be the birth of a new key system
which will include all the four afore-mentioned ways.2 8

It should be noted that Busoni's criticism of Debussy

and Schoenberg, unfair as it may appear, was directed at the

singularity of their harmonic approach rather than at the

sound of their music. From these remarks on harmony, we

learn that Busoni's ideal of the vertical dimension of music

lay in the inclusion of every conceivable sound, not in the

adherence to a certain system which would necessarily avoid

certain other sounds. The following statement well

demonstrates the catholicity of Busoni's sound-concept:

But when we recognize that major and minor form one
Whole with a double meaning, and that the "four-and-
twenty keys" are simply an elevenfold transposition of
the original twain, we arrive unconstrainedly at a
perception of the UNITY of our system of keys (tonality).

27. Bernhard Ziehn (1845-1912) was a German-American
theorist, teacher, and writer.

28. Busoni, The Essence of Music, 24.
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The conceptions of "related" and "foreign" keys vanish,
and with them the entire intricate theory of degrees and
relations. We possess one single key. But it is of
most meagre sort. . . . For our whole system of tone,
key, and tonality, taken in its entirety, is only a part
of a fraction of one diffracted ray from that Sun,
"Music," in the empyrean of the "eternal harmony."2 9

Recognizing that Busoni had such a high degree of

harmonic latitude, we can come closer to the explanation of

the seemingly disparate elements observed in his late works.

The "eternal harmony" he envisioned was of such infinite

magnitude that it would embrace even what had been generally

considered to be incompatible; therefore, the distinctions

between major and minor, consonance and dissonance, old and

new harmonies, close and remote keys, and tonality and

atonality would no longer be of importance.

Sonatina Seconda

All the six Sonatinas for piano, composed between

1910 and 1920, belong to Busoni's last compositional period

and reveal his creative maturity. Although these works are

predominantly quiet and contemplative in mood, there are

substantial differences among the Sonatinas in terms of form,

harmonic language, and overall style, exemplifying his

endeavor to create with each work a unique form of

expression, as was discussed earlier.

29. Busoni, Sketch of a New Esthetic, 27-28.
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With the exception of the fourth Sonatina, which

contains certain features of both sonata form and the multi-

movement sonata, these Sonatinas do not have the formal

characteristics of the Classical sonata. As Stravinsky later

did with his Sonata for piano written in 1924, Busoni used

the term "sonatina" in an etymological sense, that is,

"a little piece to be played" rather than to be sung.

When Busoni wrote the Sonatina seconda in 1912, he was

not only carried along by the impetus of the Futurist

movement but also preoccupied with occultism, an interest

shared by many artists at that time.30 In addition, he,

along with Schoenberg, began to dominate the musical

avant-garde of Berlin.

The Sonatina, composed during the ultra-progressive

phase of his creativity, shows in many respects his radical

thinking. The pitch organization of the Sonatina as a whole

can be best described as atonal in the same sense that

Schoenberg's Drei Klavierstucke op. 1131, written in 1909,

are atonal. There are no key signatures, and accidentals

are to apply only to the notes they immediately precede.

30. Antony Beaumont, Busoni the Composer (Bloomington,
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1985), 178-79.

31. When requested by Schoenberg to perform this work, Busoni
suggested some minor revisions on the second piece and
subsequently transcribed it; this led to an uneasy
relationship between the two men. See Antony Beaumont,
"Busoni and Schoenberg," The Piano Quarterly CVIII
(Winter, 1979-80), 32-38.
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Meter signatures are also absent, with barlines occurring

mainly as guides to phrase articulations and less often as

traditional indicators of the location of the downbeat.

Unfolding in a free, rhapsodic manner, the Sonatina

does not fit into any of the traditional formal structures,

and thus seems to manifest Busoni's ideal of "absolute

music." Ten different major ideas, either melodic or

harmonic, are presented as subjects for variation,

combination, and recombination. Each of those structurally

prominent events, short enough to be easily remembered, is

not only frequently repeated--though never literally and

always in different contexts--but also related in novel ways

with other events, producing a sense of unity within variety.

The composition begins with an unaccompanied,

recitative-like ascending melodic line, which is referred to

as idea a (Example 1). During the course of the composition,

this opening idea is varied and transposed with each

recurrence. Only one of its restatements is almost complete

(m. 65), with the other two appearing truncated and in

varied rhythms (mm. 4-5).

Example 1. Sonatina seconda, measure 1.

11 tutto vivace, fantastico, con energia, capriccio e sentimento
0. 4 Sosenuto, a mezzo voce par an40'" '

.,,

47
calando
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The second idea (labeled b), beginning in m. 2, is

strictly harmonic and functions exclusively as an

accompaniment (Example 2). This broken chord clearly

exemplifies Busoni's conception of melody as "the begetter of

harmony"3 2 : the first three notes of the broken chord

(C-F#-B) are generated by a transposition up a major third of

the hidden three-note cell of the opening idea (Ab-D-G); the

same cell is symmetrically inverted and transposed down a

major third to make up the next three notes (F-Bb-E); and

another major third is superimposed. In mm. 4-5 idea b

accompanies the two truncated restatements of idea a.

Example 2. Sonatina seconda, measure 2.

tempo principal,

The double barline in m. 9 signals the close of the

first major section. The short fanfare-like motive,

announced in m. 9, contains the first three notes of idea b,

recalling the previous event (Example 3). In mm. 11-15 the

interval of major second, which was emphasized in the opening

32. Busoni, The Essence of Music, 21.
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idea by the repetition of the first two notes, is

extensively used in the accompaniment.

Example 3. Sonatina seconda, measures 7-10.

A

Idea c, beginning in m. 14, is the most frequently

recurring material throughout the composition (Example 4).

In this idea, the rhythm and overall contour of the fanfare

motive are maintained, but its articulation and interval

contents are altered. Besides, idea c has an attached tail,

which features dotted rhythm and angular leaps. When the

idea c is restated in mm. 15-16, immediately after its

initial announcement,.it appears in varied forms, assigned

different accompaniment, articulation, rhythms, and

intervals. Its head is more prominently transformed than its

tail, which is literally repeated and then fragmented.

Example 4. Sonatina seconda, measure 14.

______ ______meo legat. 04 -~,CP-forte

~-"~~---~.
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In m. 17 the head of idea c recurs in an extended

version, now accompanied by block chords moving in parallel

motion. It is immediately inverted and sequentially treated.

In mm. 20-21 it is accompanied by a long trill and combined

with a retrograde form of its fragment . In m. 22

a chromatically embellished version of the retrograde form

echoes the tail of idea c in a quasi-imitative manner.

The fourth idea, d, emerges in m. 23 (Example 5) and

is accompanied by idea b. This arch-shaped melody is the

only idea that never reappears in the course of the work.

It is followed by a cadenza, which exploits the interval of

major seconds as did the chromatic scale in m. 15.

Example 5. Sonatina seconda, measure 23.

pallido ;t 4 d

In m. 26 a new section begins, in which the regularly

spaced barlines imply 6/4 and a vigorous ostinato, idea e

assumes a prominent role (Example 6). Although the ostinato

appears to be entirely new, a close examination reveals its

relationship to the tail of idea c. The intervallic

succession of the dotted eighth-notes in the latter

(F-E-Eb-B) exactly matches that of the notes on the first



four beats of idea e (Eb-D-C#-A). After being presented

alone, idea e is vertically combined with the head of idea

c (mm. 30 and 32) which is modified and set in stretto, and

with an elaborated version of the tail of idea c (m. 33).

Example 6. Sonatina seconda, measures 32-36.

32. ~C-

"" t!"

j '7 o ;zset-

2- --

This is the most turbulent section of the composition,

acting as a climax, after which the music becomes more

subdued in mood and more contrapuntal in texture. In that

sense the fermata placed over the double-bar line between

measures 36 and 37, about a midpoint of the composition,

serves as a mark for sectional division.

23
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The tumultuous section is followed by a short,

mysterious event, marked "Lento occulto. " This event,

considered here as idea f, consists of two streams of triads

moving contrapuntally against each other, with the upper

stream melodically anticipating idea h (Example 7).

Idea j follows immediately in in. 41. A subject

consisting of two phrases of equal length receives a stretto-

like imitative treatment, and its head fragment is augmented

at the end of the event. The first three notes of the

subject (F'-C-Fb) have the same intervallic succession as

the top three notes of idea b (B-E-G#).

Example 7. Sonatina seconda, measures 37-41.

Andante tranquillo
dole., sensa accenti

Lento occulto /de'0 J s- 4' S 1#
00 

- _ _wo
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In mm. 42-64 the bar lines are so regularly arranged

as to imply 4/4. Idea h, derived from idea f, is introduced

in m. 43, supported by a continuous series of dotted rhythms

(Example 8). Two statements of idea h are followed by idea i

in m. 47. The latter idea ends with a falling semitone which

has opened idea h. In mm. 50-54 a crafted counterpoint is

formed by means of the combination of ideas j, h, and i, with

the two phrases of the latter being separated by two measures.

The final idea, labeled here as j, is introduced in

m. 55 (Example 9). It is a long, chromatic line which

contains a germ derived from the pattern in idea ,

and appears mainly in the treble except in mm. 59-60, where

it is carried by an inner voice. From its initial statement,

idea j is combined with the head fragment of idea i, which

appears in imitation between two inner voices. The whole

event is supported by arpeggios, which suggest the tonal

centers of F# (mm. 55-56), Eb (mm. 57-58), and B (mm. 59-60)

by themselves. Combined with the upper three lines, however,

they lose their harmonic identity, making almost impossible

the aural perception of tonality in this event, as happens in

the Sonatina as a whole.
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Example 8. Sonatina second, measures 43-54.

S.J1

~a

-Ash 4  IL 6

MW --

. . m.s -

Sosten-toL

52. ms.

df.; 6.
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Example 9. Sonatina seconda, measures 55-57.

flebile

In mm. 61-64 idea disappears, while the contrapuntal

activity of idea i. continues. The arpeggios, which have

merely implied triads, now turn to clearly defined seventh

chords in chromatic motion, eventually becoming the fourth-

chords as in idea _b. In m. 65 the latter chords accompany

the restatement of the opening idea, followed by a cadenza-

like passage of bitonal triplets.
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In m. 68 a symmetrical inversion of idea i forms a

canon between the bass and the treble. The close of the

leading voice, the rising semitone in m. 71, overlaps with

the opening of the inversion of idea h, which is canonically

answered by the inner voice carrying an original version of

the same idea (Example 10).

Example 10. Sonatina seconda, measures, 67-72.

-. .- . - a& Tempo I

6?m a7Wmr:h.% 4 C&l
sk,16L l 14

Ad I

________________________ L ________________________ _____________________Now_

9

I

I

61m "m
77 E 1 1 I I
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In mm. 74-81 ideas h and i are restated in succession,

supported by parallel triads, an element of idea f. In m. 82

idea j returns in inversion but without its second phrase,

immediately followed by a combination of ideas i and j,

similar to the procedure shown in Example 10. This time,

however, idea j also appears truncated and in canon. In

m. 88 idea c is restated in much the same manner as in

Example 5, and the composition ends with an interval of a

descending seventh, an element of the tail of idea c.

In summary, the Sonatina seconda well illustrates

Busoni's unique musical thinking. His desire to achieve

freedom of form without resorting unconditionally to any

existing models is manifested by the extremely free formal

organization of the work, namely, by varying, combining, and

recombining ten contrasting ideas in a unique manner.

Although the overall pitch organization is best described as

atonal, conventional triadic formula is not entirely absent,

representing his idea of "Young Classicism." The basically

contrapuntal texture and the derivation of harmony from

melodic idea exemplify his consideration of melody as the

foremost musical element.

e
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Toccata

Busoni's last major piano composition, the Toccata,

was written in the summer of 1920, toward the end of his

political asylum in Switzerland, and completed in the

September of the year, shortly after his return to Berlin.

Although it was composed during a period of unsettled

emotions associated with his return and at a time when his

spirits and creative energy were at their lowest ebb, the

Toccata turned out to be one of his most powerful works.3 3

In the Introduction to his edition of J.S. Bach's

Toccatas, Busoni defined the toccata as a piece of "varying

content and with forms diverging widely one from another," 3 4

and considered it, due to its improvisatory character, as

standing closest to his ideal of absolute music:

The Toccata stands nearest to improvisation.
Improvisation would stand nearest the true essence
of art if it lay within human capacity to master its
promptings. The Toccata certainly consists in
improvisation and reflection, momentary ideas and
elaboration, easily inclining towards fluency,
feeling, or form; tarrying here, quickly breaking off
there, playing transiently from one to the other and
mostly without the pretension of representing
anything permanent.

3 5

33. Beaumont, Busoni the Composer, 282.

34. Busoni, The Essence of Music, 100.

35. Ibid.
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The Toccata is divided into three large sections:

Preludio, Fantasia, and Ciaccona. The latter two contain

materials that were later reused in his opera Doktor Faust,

while much of the Preludio was borrowed from his own opera

Die Brautwahl.

The Preludio mainly features two elements. The first

of them is a repeating pattern, that is, arpeggios outlining

three-chord progressions, most frequently i-IV-V7 .

Complemented and accompanied by this is a short theme

introduced in mm. 5-6, labeled here as idea a (Example 11).

The arpeggiation implies 3/2, always moving in a hemiola

relationship to the theme of 6/4.

Example 11. Toccata, measures 1-6.

Preludio

Quasi Presto, arditament

staccatissineo

*A t 6 *6 L ON

woman 9
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Idea a appears in various versions throughout the work.

In the Preludio, the tail of the idea in particular receives

an extensive manipulation as shown in Example 12:

Example 12. Toccata, measures 27-29 and 40-42.

The Preludio centers around A, except a digression

to other tonal regions in mm. 12-29. The tonal center is

largely defined either through the unambiguous harmonic

progression of i-IV-V as in the opening, or through the

presence of the tonic on the downbeat when the progression

is partially altered as in mm. 12-15.

The closing measures 48-49 reveal two important

features of Busoni's harmonic idiom which prevail throughout

the whole composition (Example 13). One is the equal and

mixed use of two opposite modes, a manifestation of his idea

that "major and minor form one Whole with a double meaning."

The other is the alternation of harmonies whose roots are a

36. Busoni, Sketch of a New Esthetic, 27.
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semitone apart. An extensive use of these features creates

an out-of-focus or bitonal effect.

Example 13. Toccata, measures 47-49.

The central movement of the work, Fantasia, consists

of seven free, quasi-improvisatory sections of varying

length, which have subtle relationships in thematic materials

with each other.

The opening section begins with a motto-like theme,

which rhythmically resembles idea a used in the Preludio but

has an inverted tail (Example 14). There follows a

recitative-like two-part invention, in which a motivic cell

is expanded by means of sequence.

Accompanied by a pattern based on this cell, a new

idea, labeled b, is introduced in m. 61 and immediately

restated in an expanded version. On its third appearance

(m. 65), a tail is attached (Example 15), which is brought

back in the closing section of the Ciaccona (see Example 26).

_ 
F
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Example 14. Toccata, measures 50-55.

Fantasia .Sec n I
5 Sostenuto, quasi adagio -

f' a do&ee

-mac: r !fn Xoo decama Q

Example 15. Toccata, measures 65-77.

65 upoco animando con calore

caando Allegretto un poco vivace

'- -' - ;dn.d,

2.

IF111 10.
tp 4f

L- mot" tsene
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Section II begins in m. 70 and introduces idea c, a

seven-note motive which is extended by means of sequential

repetitions (Example 15) and is abruptly broken off by the

motto theme announced in the opening of the Fantasia. Idea

c not only recurs in the sections III and V of the Fantasia

but also plays an important role in the Ciaccona. Section

II closes with a modified version of the motto theme and its

reiteration in bare rhythms (mm. 85-88, Example 16).

Section III introduces an apparently new theme, idea d,

which, however, turns out to be another version of the motto

theme (see the notes with x's in Example 16). It is combined

with idea c to build a fugato-like texture.

Example 16. Toccata, measures 84-99.

LEa

$ IL se , i.

07Andante trya uo iIe CL

A MOM.

rIL ArWMAi
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Section IV, thematically unrelated to its surrounding

ones, consists of a rising scale motive in the treble set

against a descending broken triad figure (Example 17).

Example 17. Toccata, measures 107-111.

do -- oo

Idea c is reused in section V. The triplet figuration

in mm. 122-125 is not only an elaboration of idea c (see the

notes with x's in Example 18) but also foreshadows the motive

that appears in m. 209 in the Ciaccona (see the circled notes

in Example 18). In mm. 126-129 the original version of the

idea receives a canonic treatment. The section ends with a

modified version of the short theme that has closed the

section II.

Example 18. Toccata, measures 122-125.

a otagcl 0o 40 a

9
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Section VI (mm. 132-150) consists of a full restatement

of idea b, prefaced and accompanied by broken chords. The

closing section of the Fantasia (mm. 151-162) is a bridge-

passage, with the G pedal point serving the dominant of the

opening tonality of the Ciaccona (Example 19). The rising-

octave figure anticipates the first leap of the Ciaccona as

well as its prominent rhythmic feature. The running figure

is built through a symmetrical manipulation of a small motive

outlining a triad.

Example 19. Toccata, measures 151-153.

Animando assai

The Ciaccona theme contains a conventional feature of

the triple-meter chaconne, the sarabande rhythm as used in

J.S. Bach's Chaconne in D minor for solo violin. Yet the

Ciaccona is radically different from the traditional chaconne

in several respects. First, it is a continuous variation on

the melodic contour rather than harmonic structure of the

theme. Mainly the first four bars of the theme, featuring

chromatic motion, are used as a subject for variation, while

the tail characterized by falling thirds is restated only
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once in mm. 177-180. The Ciaccona is also marked by its

non-symmetrical, irregular phrase structure, so that each

variation does not coincide with any fixed number of

measures. Most ingenious is the introduction and

manipulation of another thematic idea (first presented in

m. 209), an idea derived from the Fantasia. The tonal center

of each variation is suggested usually by means of the

opening harmony but soon becomes unstable and ambiguous.

Such tonal ambiguity is found even in the theme itself

(Example 20). The theme implies the tonal region of C with

minor inflection, as hinted by the Eb on which the ascending

chromatic motion peaks, by the C minor chord in m. 166, and

by the subsequent arpeggiation of the same chord. However,

there are elements which create tonal ambiguity in the theme:

the change of tonal focus to Db at its close, and the

E7 chord in m. 165 which is not directly associated with the

implied key, C minor.

In variation 1 (mm. 169-173) the theme appears in the

tonal region of G, accompanied by a triplet figure which

continues throughout the following variation (mm. 173-177).

The latter centers around C and introduces a third voice,

forming a fugato-like texture (Example 20). Then follows the

tail of the theme in block chords, which comes to a full

close on a C minor harmony.
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Example 20. Toccata, measures 162-182.

Ciaccona

Allegro risoluto a

/.~ Tenret .;A I"

\a'I v .2.
(Sopra) marc.

robustamente

1\/Ar. 3

Variation 3 (mm. 181-185) presents the theme in the

bass in the region of F , accompanied by a dialogue between

two upper voices which continues throughout the ensuing

variation. In variation 4 (mm. 185-189), the texture is

thickened through the doubling of the theme at a third and

a tenth.

..
P
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In variation 5 (mm. 189-193) the theme is displayed in

a modified version, with its rhythm and chromatic melodic

line retained. This is followed by a transitional passage

(193-202) which bears no perceivable relationship to the

theme except a series of falling thirds (mm. 195-196 and

198-199), a reminiscence of the tail of the theme.

A truncated version of the theme is presented in

variation 6 (mm. 202-205). The accompaniment, again

featuring falling thirds, mirrors the theme's rhythm in the

manner of rhythmic counterpoint. The overall contour of this

variation is inverted in the following one, variation 7

(mm. 205-209), which consists of the descending chromatic

melody supported by rising thirds.

Variation 8 (mm. 209-217) reveals Busoni's ingenious way

of thematic manipulation (Example 21). The subject of the

Example 21. Toccata, measures 207-212.

P
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two-voice canon is based not on the Ciaccona theme but on

idea c in the Fantasia, particularly on its elaborated

version (see the circled notes in Example 18), which is

transformed so as to fit the sarabande rhythm of the Ciaccona

theme (Example 21). In variation 9 (mm. 217-225) the canon

is transposed in the dominant region and combined with the

Ciaccona theme.

Variation 10 (mm. 225-233) is an elaboration of the

canon subject into a running figure (see the notes with x's

in Example 22). In variation 11 (mm. 233-236) the latter

figure is combined with the Ciaccona theme, now modified and

inverted.

Example 22. Toccata, measures 225-227.

Variation 12 (mm. 237-244) presents the theme in its

inversion and employs as accompaniment a six-note symmetrical

scale which is repeated in sequence. In variation 13

(mm. 245-252) the theme appears virtually unmodified,

supported by a broken-chord pattern. Variation 14 (mm. 253-

262) is a transposed version of the previous one down a minor

third, and has a three bars' modulatory extension.
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Variation 15 (mm. 263-270) uses the rhythmic variant of

the canon subject first presented in the eighth variation,

and is supported by a short ostinato derived from the tail

fragment the subject (Example 23).

Example 23. Toccata, measures 263-265.

Un poco stretto

In variation 16 (mm. 271-278) another variant of the

canon subject appears against . repetitive figure derived

from idea a of the Preludio (Example 24). The first note of

the figure is fixed on Ab, foreshadowing the reinstatement

of the initial tonality in the closing of the composition.

Example 24. Toccata, measures 270-272.

.27o \Vai. lb

L
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The final variation, as the two preceding ones do,

restates the canon subject in a modified version, which is

now supported by a free statement of the Ciaccona theme in

inversion (Example 25).

Example 25. Toccata, measures 279-282.

Vu. I'
Pick stretto

The coda, beginning in m. 291, brings back the head-

fragment of the tail of idea b presented in the Fantasia,

which produces a sharp bitonal clash against the upper

ostinato (Example 26). The ending of the work is reminiscent

of that of the section II of the Fantasia, as shown in

Example 16; yet the tonality abruptly shifts from D major to

Ab minor, the opening key of the Preludio.

Example 26. Toccata, measures 291-294.
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The tonal language of the Toccata is less radical than

that of the Sonatina seconda. This is especially true in

the Preludio in which tonal centers are relatively easily

definable. The composition as a whole, however, cannot be

explained solely in terms of traditional harmonic concepts:

triadic formulations coexist with dissonant harmonic idioms,

illustrating Busoni's refusal to be confined within a

"system." The Fantasia, consisting of seven loosely

connected yet thematically interrelated sections of

improvisatory character, reflects Busoni's endeavor to attain

his ideal of absolute music, music that is free of "anything

permanent."37 In the Ciaccona he goes far beyond the

procedures of conventional ostinato variation: instead of

regularity in phrase and harmonic structures, the rhythmic

and melodic features of the theme are used as unifying

elements. Most remarkable are the reintroduction of a

thematic idea from the Fantasia and the inclusion of its

various transformations as integral parts of the Ciaccona.

Although the true scope and depth of Busoni' s unique

musical thinking cannot be completely comprehended until all

his writings are taken into account, the present writer has

attempted to survey the most significant points of his

thinking which are of vital importance for a better

37. Busoni, The Essence of Music, 100.

w
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appreciation of his compositions. The foregoing analysis of

the two works serves to demonstrate the existence of certain

correlations between Busoni the philosopher and Busoni the

composer. His highly idealized conception of music and his

willingness to incorporate any possible musical means rather

than to work within a particular method or system may have

in the past resulted in a lack of the recognition and

appreciation that his works deserve. Yet, as can be seen in

the recent increase of attention he has attracted as a

composer, it cannot be denied that he not only foresaw the

path of new music well in advance of many of his

contemporaries, but also achieved in his compositions a

technical and expressive freedom that fulfilled his prophecy.

r
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